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Abstract The paper provides a straightforward analysis

for /i/ epenthesis in word-final C(C)VCCC and C(C)VVCC
syllables in DJ. Moreover, it addresses /i/ epenthesis in
word-initial CCC clusters and devocalization in the light of
OT by means of elucidating how DJ resorts to these
phonotactic mechanisms to repair some banned syllable
structures. The data used in the paper are collected by the
author himself being a native speaker of DJ in addition to
consulting some other native speakers. Thus, the paper aims
at providing new data that may enrich comparative studies of
Arabic dialectology.
The paper entertains Kiparsky’s [6] license mora proposal.
Kiparsky [6], classifies Arabic dialects in terms of the
docking site of the epenthetic segment inserted to break
word-medial CCC clusters into three groups: CV-dialects,
VC-dialects and C-dialects. CV-dialects break the cluster as
CCiC where the stranded C constitutes the onset of the
epenthetic vowel.VC dialects, on the other hand, break the
Keywords Djelfa Dialect, Epenthesis, Devocalization, cluster as CiCC where the unsyllabified C forms the coda of
the epenthetic vowel. C dialects, however, maintain the
Optimality Theory
cluster intact and no epenthesis is invoked. As to the
investigated dialect, we classify DJ under the C-dialects
group as word-medial CCC clusters are not interrupted by /i/
epenthesis, e.g. [ktibtha] ‘I wrote it’, [ʃ uftha] ‘I saw it’,
1. Introduction
[ʃ rabtha] ‘I drank it’...Etc. Adopting Kiparsky’s [6] model,
The Djelfa dialect, (DJ, henceforth) is one of the varieties we assume that the stranded Cs in DJ are licensed as
of Algerian Arabic that belong to the Maghrebi Arabic semisyllables directly affiliated to the prosodic word.
The paper falls into two parts. The first part documents /i/
Language continuum. It is spoken in the Djlefa province in
north-central Algeria, located about 300km south to Algiers, epenthesis in the word-final CC clusters that result from the
the capital city of Algeria. The Djelfa inhabitants belong to concatenation of the negative morpheme /ʃ / to word-final
the Ouled Nail Tribe that has a very long history which will CVVC syllables. Word-final CVVCC syllables are not
not be discussed here as it falls beyond the scope of this study. tolerated in the dialect as they breach *3μ that is ranked very
The current paper throws some light on devocalization and high. *3μ is again endangered when the negative morpheme
some epenthetic processes attested in DJ within the /ʃ / falls in the coda of word-final CVVC syllables which are,
in turn, repaired by /i/ epenthesis. The paper also sheds light
framework of OT.
Epenthesis is a recurrent theme that has been investigated on /i/ epenthesis to resolve word-initial CCC clusters. Such
in many Arabic dialects [1,2],[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] to clusters crop up when the passive voice marker /t/ is prefixed
name but a few. Most of the Arabic studies that revolve to stems starting with biconsonatal clusters. Taking into
around epenthesis had approached the issue from three main consideration the untolerated word-final CVCCC and
angles: the quality of the epenthetic vowel, its docking site CVVCC syllables and word-initial CCCVC syllables in DJ,
and stress-epenthesis interaction. But as far as I know, none we assume that the core impetus motivating such an
of them has dealt with vowel epenthesis to break the epenthetic process rests upon the dialect’s ban on the
undesired word-final C(C)VCCC and C(C)VVCC syllable adjacency of two semisyllables. The second part focuses on
structures. To fill such a gap, this paper attempts to account vowel hiatus and addresses the dialect endeavor to repair this
of some phonological processes attested in the Djelfa dialect,
viz., epenthesis, and devocalization. The Djelfa dialect is one
of the varieties of Algerian Arabic that has never been
investigated before. Thus, this paper aims at delving into
some of its phonological intricacies. The paper is couched
within Optimality Theory framework (OT) and reveals the
interaction underlying the markedness and faithfulness
constraints to yield the well-formed syllable structures
attested in the dialect. It mainly accounts for /i/ epenthesis to
repair the undesired word-final C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC
syllable structures, which is primarily ascribed to the
interplay between *ϛϛ and *3μ. Vowel hiatus, however, is
resolved by glide epenthesis unless the first member of the
hiatus is [-high] and accordingly, the hegemony of
CONTIGUITY-IO ([-high]V) renders devocalization
imperative.
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anomaly via epenthesis and devocalization. At first glance, it
seems that this vowel hiatus resolution is opaque. Yet, such
opacity is only apparent in the way that intervocalic glide
insertion is only operative when the first part of the hiatus is a
high segment. We will show that the vowel hiatus resulting
from the concatenation of the feminine morpheme /a/ to
nouns and adjectives ending in the high vocalic segments /i/
and /u/ is resolved by intervocalic glide insertion, while the
hiatus resulting from the concatenation of the plural
morpheme /u/ and the imperative second singular feminine
morpheme /i/, to verbs ending in the low vowel /a/ is repaired
by devocalization as the first part of the hiatus is a low vowel.

2. Epenthesis
2.1. /i/ Epenthesis to Resolve Word-Final C(C)VVCC and
C(C)VCCC Syllables
When the negative morpheme /ʃ / is suffixed to words
ending in (C)CVVC syllables, it yields phonologically
ill-formed structures which are repaired by /i/ insertion as
illustrated in the data in (1).
(1)
Input
ma ʃ a:f-ʃ
ma ga:l-ʃ
ma da:r-ʃ
ma kla:t-ʃ

Output
*ma ʃ a:fʃ
*ma ga:lʃ
*ma da:rʃ
*ma kla:tʃ

Output
ma ʃ a:fiʃ
ma ga:liʃ
ma da:riʃ
ma kla:tiʃ

Gloss
‘he did not see’
‘he did not say’
‘he did not do’
‘she did not eat’

But when the negative morpheme /ʃ / is suffixed to
C(C)VV or CC(VC syllables, no epenthesis takes place.
Consider the data in (2).
(2)
Input
ma lga:-ʃ
ma ʒra:-ʃ
ma fham-ʃ
ma ʕ raf-ʃ

Output
ma lga:ʃ
ma ʒra:ʃ
ma fhamʃ
ma ʕ rafʃ

Gloss
‘he did not find’
‘he did not run’
‘he did not understand’
‘he did not know’

As it is clearly revealed from the data in (2), when the
suffix /ʃ / is concatenated to CC(VC or C(C)VV syllables, no
epenthesis takes place. In Arabic CVCC and CVVC syllables
are treated as superheavy syllables [2], [10], [11], [8], [6].
These syllables incur a serious cost of the foot size as they
are comprised of three morae and accordingly breach *3μ
that is undominated in Arabic.
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breaches LICENSE-μ that is ranked very low in the dialect
grammar.
(4) LICENSE-μ [6]
A mora must be affiliated with a syllable.
Now let’s account for /i/ epenthesis in the data in (1).
Generally
speaking,
epenthetic
processes
are
syllable-conditioned i.e., they take place to repair some
inputs that do not abide by the syllable structure of a given
language where some stranded consonants cannot be
properly syllabified [16]. Broselow [17], however, suggests
that epenthesis is not necessarily syllable-conditioned as the
insertion of segments sometimes takes place to break up an
undesired sequence of consonants. It might be possible to
attribute /i/ epenthesis in the data in (1) to the dialect’s ban on
C(C)VVCC syllables in word-final position. To cast this
scenario in the light of OT, we may propose the markedness
constraint *VVCC]σ that bans word-final VVCC syllables.
This constraint is formulated in (5).
(5) *VVCC]σ
No VVCC syllables.
This banned syllable structure seems to be the main
impetus for vowel epenthesis. Yet, scrutinizing abundant
data form DJ reveals that /i/ epenthesis is again invoked to
break word-final CCC clusters resultant from the
concatenation of the negative morpheme /ʃ / to stem-final
CC clusters. Consider the data in (6).
(6)
Input
ma roħt-ʃ
ma biʕ t-ʃ
ma xriʒt-ʃ

Output
*ma roħtʃ
*ma biʕ tʃ
*ma xriʒtʃ

Output
ma roħtiʃ
ma biʕ tiʃ
ma xriʒtiʃ

Gloss
‘I did not go’
‘I did not sell’
‘I did not go out’

As demonstrated in the data in (6), when the negative
suffix /ʃ / is concatenated to CVCC syllables, it yields an
unaccepted syllable structure, which again induces vowel
epenthesis. To capture such banned CCC cluster by a
constraint, we adopt *CCC (word-final) that can be
formulated in (7).
(7) *CCC(word-final)

Tri-consonantal clusters are not allowed word-finally.
The sequence of three consonants in word-final position is
banned on the grounds that it breaches *CCC (word-final)
that is ranked very high in the dialect. But capitalizing on
both *CCC (word-final) and *VVCC]σ to account for /i/
insertion to repair the ill-formed syllable structures
(3) *3μ [12]
C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC resultant from the
No trimoraic syllable.
concatenation of the morpheme /ʃ / is deemed less
To account for the trimoraicity of these syllables, many economical.
accounts were proposed. Hayes [13], Kager [14] Kenstowicz,
Recall that the final C in CVVC and CVCC is licensed as a
[15] and Kiparsky [6] consider the final C as extrasyllabic (it semisyllable in DJ. When the morpheme /ʃ / is appended to
falls outside the syllable domain). In this paper, we adopt CVVC and CVCC syllables, one may assume that the last
Kiparsky’s mora-licensing model [6] and we assume that in stranded C is also a semisyllable directly affiliated to the
DJ, the final C is a semisyllable directly affiliated to the prosodic word. Yet, parsing the two stranded Cs as
prosodic word. But assigning a mora to the stranded C semisyllables is disfavored as the dialect resolves the
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undersired structure by epenthesis. It follows from this that
DJ does not allow two contiguous semiyllables. To capture
this scenario by a constraint, we propose the markedness
constraint *ϛϛ that should be highly ranked in the dialect
grammar.

congruency between input and output in terms of the right
periphery.
(12) ANCHORING-IO (GrWd,R) [19]
Any segment of the right periphery of the output GrWd
has a correspondent at the right periphery of the input GrWd.
(No deletion /epenthesis at the edge).
By means of defining all the relevant constraints deemed
efficient to relieve the ill-formed syllable structures
C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC, the following constraint
hierarchy is adduced.

(8) *ϛϛ
Two adjacent semisyllables are not allowed.
So far, we assume that the ban on two contiguous
semisyllables is what motivates /i/ epenthesis in word-final
C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC syllables. Such anomaly,
however, can be resolved by shortening the nucleus of
C(C)VVCC or deleting one of the last two Cs of C(C)VCCC
syllables. Yet, neither of these two options is appealing as
they respectively violate Max-µ v and MAX-IO that are
ranked very high in the dialect.

(13) *ϛϛ,*3μ>>MAX-µv>>MAX-IO>>ANCHORINGIO (GrWd,R)>>DEP-IO>>LICENSE-μ
Table 1 (clearly demonstrates the interaction of these
constraints to optimize the optimal output [ma ʃ a:fiʃ ] ‘he
did not see’.
As it turns out from the tableau above, candidate (a) is
ruled out as it incurs two costs of LICENSE-μ and flagrantly
contravenes the highly ranked markedness constraints *ϛϛ.
This further confirms one of the basic tenets of DJ
syllabification system that does not tolerate two adjacent
semisyllables at the surface level and hence, bans
C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC syllable structures. Candidate
(b), however, is ruled out on three counts: by breaching the
highly ranked constraint *3μ, the correspondence constraint
ANCHORING-IO (GrWd, R) and DEP-IO. Candidate (c) is
also ousted from the competition by violating Max-µ v and
LICENSE-μ. Despite the fact that candidate (d) satisfies all
the three highly ranked constraints, but it is not exempted
from exclusion as it incurs a blatant cost of MAX-IO.
Inserting /i/ at the right-most periphery does not secure
candidate (e) as it contravenes ANCHORING-IO (GrWd, R)
and DEP-IO, yet the association of the stranded C with a
semisyllable again does not pay off and hence, leaving
candidate (f) as the only potential winner by means of
incurring the least violation.

(9) MAX-µv
A vocalic mora in the input should be realized in the
output.
(10) MAX-IO [18]
Every segment in the input should have a correspondent in
the output.
As shown in the in the data in (1) and (6), DJ opts for /i/
insertion rather than segment deletion to repair the undesired
C(C)VVCC and C(C)VCCC syllables. Hence, MAX-IO
should outrank DEP-IO in the dialect.
(11) DEP-IO [19]
Every segment in the output should have a correspondent
in the input.
The epenthetic segment /i/, however, can be either inserted
before the morpheme /ʃ / by means of which the coda of the
penultimate syllable syllabifies as the onset of the newly
established ultimate syllable or by inserting /i/ after the
morpheme /ʃ / where /ʃ / is syllabified as the onset of the
newly created syllable. The second option, however, is quite
hopeless as it fatally breaches *3μ and the correspondence
constraint ANCHORING-IO (GrWd,R) that calls for the

Table 1. Constraint Tableau: /ma ʃ a:f-ʃ /→[ma ʃ a:fiʃ ]
Input
/ma ʃ a:f-ʃ /
a. ma ʃ a:.fμ.ʃ μ
b. ma ʃ a:f.ʃ i
c. ma ʃ af.ʃ μ
d. ma ʃ a:.ʃ μ
e. maʃ a:.fμ.ʃ i
☞ f. ma ʃ a:.fiʃ

*ϛϛ

*3μ

MAX-µ v

MAX-IO

ANCHORING-IO
(GrWd,R)

DEP-IO

*

*

*!

LICENSE-μ
**

*!
*!
*

*

*
*

*
*
*
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Table 2. Constraint tableau: /ma lʔ ab-t-ʃ /→ [ma lʔ abtiʃ ]
Input
/ma lʔab-t-ʃ /

*ϛϛ

a. ma lʔ abtμ.ʃ μ

*!

b. ma lʔabt.ʃ i

*3μ

MAX-IO

ANCHORING-IO
(GrWd,R)

DEP-IO

LICENSE-μ
**

*!

c. ma lʔ ab.ʃ μ

*

*

*!

*

d. ma lʔab.tμ.ʃ i

*

*

e. ma lʔ a.bit.ʃ μ

*

☞ f. ma lʔ ab.tiʃ

*

Table 2 further testifies the efficiency of the constraint
1
hierarchy already established in (13) to optimize the
optimal candidate from the input/ ma lʕ ab-t-ʃ / ‘I did not
play’.
Candidate (a) is ruled out from the competition as it
contains two adjacent semisyllables. Inserting /i/ after the
morpheme /ʃ / does not secure *3μ, ANCHORING-IO
(GrWd,R) and DEP-IO and accordingly, oust candidate (b)
from the competition. To abide by the two highly ranked
constraints, candidate (c) deletes the morpheme /t/ which
incurs a blatant cost of MAX-IO. Candidate (d) is also ruled
out as it breaches ANCHORING-IO (GrWd,R), DEP-IO and
LICENSE-μ. Breaching DEP-IO and LICENSE-μ, does not
tolerate candidate (e) leaving candidate (f) as the only
potential winner.
To sum up, the rationale behind /i/ insertion in word-final
C(C)VCCCC and C(C)VVCC syllable structures in DJ
crucially stems from the hegemony of the undominated
constraints *ϛϛ and *3μ that renders /i/ epenthesis imperative,
being the least costly repair mechanism.
2.2. /i/ Epenthesis to Break Word-Initial CCC Clusters
DJ allows up to two Cs in word-initial position, as shown
in the data in (14).

*
*

appended to stems starting with bi-consonantal clusters, it
rather culminates in an ill-formed structure with
three-consecutive Cs word-initially. Consider the data in
(15).
(15)
Input

Output

Output

Gloss

t-ktib
t-rfaʕ

*tktib

tiktib

‘it was written’

*trfaʕ

tirfaʕ

‘it was lifted’

t-fham

*tfham

tifham

‘it was understood’

t-ʃ rab

*tʃ rab

tiʃ rab

‘it was drunk’

t-sraq

*tsraq

tisraq

‘it was stolen’

As clearly demonstrated in the data in (15), DJ bans three
consecutive consonants word-initially. To capture the ban on
these illicit clusters within OT, we may resort to the
constraint *CCC that bans the succession of three Cs.
(16) *CCC
Tri-consonantal CCC clusters are not allowed.
Since DJ allows CCC clusters word-medially, we may
specify such a constraint to *CCC (word-initial) that can be
reformulated in (17).
(17) *CCC (word-initial)

(14)
ktibt

‘I wrote’

fhamt

‘I understood’

Word-initial tri-consonantal clusters are not allowed.
But in the spirit of the proposal adopted in this paper, we
may
assume that both of the first two Cs are semisyllables
ʃ rabt
‘I drank’
directly affiliated to the prosodic word and that the dialect’s
It is worthwhile to mention here that the word-initial CC ban on the adjacency of two semisyllables is what motivates
clusters in the data above result from vowel syncope. In order /i/ epenthesis.
to fully entertain Kiparsky’s licence mora proposal in the
In order to resolve the adjacency of two semisyllables in
analysis advanced in this paper, we assume that the word-initial position, DJ, alternatively, could have dropped
word-initial stranded C in the data in (14) is also a one of the two Cs. Yet, consonant syncopation does not pay
semisyllable directly affiliated to the prosodic word. DJ, off as it is prone to culminate in the wrong output and
however, does not allow word-initial tri-consonantal clusters. breaches MAX-IO that is ranked very high in the dialect.
These CCC clusters crop up by means of morphological Since, MAX-IO outranks DEP-IO, DJ resorts to vowel
concatenation; namely the passive voice formation. In the epenthesis to break word-initial tri-consonantal clusters.
investigated dialect, passive voice is concatenated by Such epenthetic segment, however, can be either inserted
prefixing the morpheme /t/ to the verb stems. But when /t/ is between C1 and C2 as in CvCC or C2 and C3 as in CCvC. In
order to decide on the docking site of the epenthetic vowel,
we make recourse to two contiguity constraints, namely,
1Max-µ v is excluded from table 2 as it does not discriminate among the
JUNCTURE CONTIGUITY and DOMAIN CONTIGUITY.
candidates.
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Table 3. Constraint tableau: /t-ktib/→[tiktib]
Input
/t-ktib/

*ϛϛ

a. tμ.kμ.tib

*!

b. kμ.tib

MAX-IO

D-CONTIG

J-CONTIG

DEP-IO

LICENSE-μ
**

*!

c. tμ.kitib

*
*

☞d. tiktib

(18) JUNCTURE CONTIGUITY (J-CONTIG) [20]
Contiguity between correspondents across identical
domains: For two identical domains D and D+1 in S2,
where β is the final correspondent in D and α is the first
correspondent in D+1, and β must be contiguous. Where D
= {Syllable, Foot, PrWd, etc.}
(19) DOMAIN CONTIGUITY (D-CONTIG) [20]
Contiguity between correspondents within a domain D:
For some domain D within S2, all correspondents αβ in D
must be contiguous. Where D = {Syllable, Foot, PrWd,
etc.}
D-CONTIG implies that no insertion takes place within
the stem domain, whereas, J-CONTIG bans any epenthesis
between the morpheme and the stem. Optimizing /i/
epenthesis between C1 and C2 definitely points out that
D-CONTIG is ranked higher than J-CONTIG in DJ
grammar.
After figuring out all the constraints at play, the
constraints permutation elucidating the optimization of
CvCC over CCvC is adduced in (20).
(20) *ϛϛ>>MAX-IO>>D-CONTIG>>J-CONTIG>>DE
P-IO>>LICENSE-μ
Table 3 further elucidates the optimization of [tiktib] ‘it
was written’ over its competitors.
Affiliating the two stranded Cs to semisyllables violates
the undominated *ϛϛ and incurs two marks of violations of
LICENSE-μ and accordingly, candidate (a) is discarded.
Candidate (b) is also ruled out as it breaches MAX-IO and
LICENSE-μ. The suboptimal candidate (c) is excluded as it
violates D-CONTIG, DEP-IO and LICENSE-μ leaving
candidate (d) as the only potential winner.

3. Vowel Hiatus
Like other Arabic varieties, DJ does not tolerate the
adjacency of two heterosyllabic vowels, a common
phonological phenomenon coined vowel hiatus. The latter
mainly crops up by means of morphological concatenation in
the examined variety. There are two main instances of vowel
hiatus attested in the dialect: a vowel hiatus resulting from
the concatenation of the feminine morpheme /a/ to nouns and
adjectives ending in the high vocalic segments /i/ and /u/; and
another instance resultant from the suffixation of the plural

*
*

*

*

morpheme /u/ and the imperative second singular feminine
morpheme /i/ to verbs ending in the low vowel /a/.
Interestingly, the dialect utilizes two different strategies to
rehabilitate such anomaly: glide epenthesis to resolve the
hiatus resulting from the feminine morpheme concatenation
and devocalization to repair the hiatus caused by the
concatenation of the plural morpheme /u/ and the imperative
second singular feminine morpheme /i/. Yet, such apparent
opacity seems not to be well-accounted for within the OT
enterprise advocated in this paper in the way that vowel
hiatus cannot be once resolved by glide insertion and another
time by devocalization. However, such opacity is only
apparent since glide epenthesis is only inserted when the first
member of the hiatus is a high segment and accordingly,
glide insertion is blocked when the first segment of the hiatus
is not. Let’s first see how vowel hiatus is resolved by glide
insertion in the dialect.
3.1. Glide Epenthesis
The declension of nouns and adjectives for feminine
gender in DJ is achieved by suffixing the morpheme /a/
word-finally. But in case these nouns or adjectives end in the
high vocalic segments /i/ and /u/, the suffixation of the
morpheme /a/ culminates in vowel hiatus. Consider the data
in (21).
(21)
Input
mu:ħa:mi:-a
bu:li:si:-a
qa:ðʕ i:-a
ʕ a:di:-a
ħlu:-a

Output
*mu:ħa:mi:a
* bu:li:si:a
*qa:ðʕ i:a
*ʕ a:di:a
*ħlu:a

Output
mu:ħa:mi:ja
bu:li:si:ja
qa:ðʕ i:ja
ʕ a:di:ja
ħlu:wa

Gloss
‘lawyer’
‘police woman’
‘judge’
‘normal’
‘sweet’

As revealed in the data above, the suffixation of the low
vowel /a/ to nouns and adjectives ending in /i/ and /u/ results
in an onsetless ultimate syllable /a/ which violates the highly
ranked constraint ONS. Moreover, such affixation yields the
prohibited succession of two heterosyllabic vocalic segments.
To cast this maneuver in the light of OT, we make recourse to
the markedness constraints NO HIATUS and ONS.
(22) NO HIATUS [21]
Two adjacent vowels are not allowed.
(23) ONSET (ONS) [3]
All syllables must have onsets.
Cross-linguistically, to avoid vowel hiatus, languages
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either opt for deleting one of the two vowels or inserting a
[-syllabic] segment intervocalically. To satisfy ONS and NO
HIATUS, DJ may either syncopate the stem-final vowel or
the suffix /a/. But such deletion culminates in the wrong
output such as the input /mu:ħa:mi:-a/ ‘a lawyer. fem’ that
surfaces into *[mu:ħa:ma] or *[mu:ħa:mi:] and militates
against the anti-deletion faithfulness constraint MAX-IO and
hence, such strategy is no longer advocated. The least costly
strategy the dialect opts for is inserting a [–vocalic] segment
intervocalically. By means of invoking the relevant
constraints, the following hierarchy is established.
(24) ONS, NO HIATUS>>MAX-IO>>DEP-IO
The interaction of these constraints to optimize the
optimal output from the input /mu:ħa:mi:-a/ ‘a lawyer.fem’ is
tested in table 1:
Table 4. Constraint tableau: /mu:ħa:mi:-a/→[mu:ħa:mi:ja]
Input
/mu:ħa:mi:-a/
a. mu:ħa:mi:a
b. mu:ħa:ma
 c.
mu:ħa:mi:ʔa
 d.
mu:ħa:mi:ja

ONS
*!

NO
HIATUS
*!

MAX-IO

DEP-IO
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from this that the dialect is in compliance with such
hierarchy in the way that it opts for intervocalic glide
insertion rather than glottal stop insertion. Consider the data
in (26).
(26)
Input
ra:ʕ i:-a
bu:li:si:-a
mu:ħa:mi:-a
ʕ a:di:-a
ħlu:-a

Output
ra:ʕ i:ja
bu:li:si:ja
mu:ħ:ami:ja
ʕ a:di:ja
ħlu:wa

Output
*ra:ʕ i:ʔ a
*bu:li:si:ʔ a
*mu:ħa:mi:ʔ a
*ʕ a:di:ʔa
*ħlu:ʔ a

Gloss
‘shepherd fem’
‘police woman’
‘lawyer .fem’
‘normal.fem’
‘sweet.fem’

DJ resolves vowel hiatus by means of intervocalic glide
insertion either the bilabial glide /w/ or /j/ which falls in
harmony with the preceding vowels in terms of roundness
and the back feature. This can be sketched out through the
following rule:
(27)

*!
*
*

Constraints interaction in the tableau above definitely
rules out candidate (a) as it fatally contravenes ONS and NO
HIATUS that are ranked very high in the hierarchy. Being
faithful to the two highly ranked constraints does not rescue
candidate (b) as it fatally breaches MAX-IO by means of
eliding the stem-final vowel. Yet, both candidates (d) and (c)
incur the least violation of DEP-IO: the former by inserting a
glide and the latter by inserting a glottal stop. To decide on
the epenthetic segment being either a glide or a glottal stop,
we refer to Huffman [22] proposal. The proposal he puts
forward vis-à-vis the selection of the epenthetic segment
bears on two counts: prosodic position and prominence
contrast. Based on the latter, glottal stop epenthesis is
induced to maximize the contrast to the following vowel
while glide insertion is invoked to minimize the contrast to
the following or preceding vowel [22]. Following Huffman
[22], we argue that glottal stops are the most unmarked
margin consonants and glides as the most unmarked peak
consonants. To exclude intervocalic glottal stop epenthesis in
DJ, we may refer to the markedness hierarchy in (25).
(25) *V V/lar>>*V V/obs>>*V V/nas>>*V V/l>>*V
V/r>>*V V/V [22]
As revealed from the markedness hierarchy above,
intervocalic laryngeal segments are the most marked, while
intervocalic glide insertion is the most unmarked. It follows

It is worthwhile to capture the quality of the epenthetic
glide by a constraint. In DJ /j/ is inserted when it is preceded
by the high front vowel /i/, while the bilabial glide is inserted
after the high back vowel /u/. It follows from this that we are
in need for a context sensitive constraint that elucidates such
harmony. To capture this harmony scenario by a constraint,
we make recourse to the markedness constraint SHARE (F)
[23] and propose the following ad hoc constraint:
(28) SHARE (round, back)
The inserted glide should be linked to the same token
feature with the preceding vowel in terms of backness and
roundness.
So far, the vowel hiatus resulting from the concatenation
of the feminine morpheme /a/ to stems ending in /i/ and /u/ is
resolved by intervocalic glide insertion. Integrating *V
V/lar>>*V V/V and SHARE (round, back) in the hierarchy
already established in (24) yields the dominance constraint
hierarchy in (29).
(29) ONS, NO HIATUS>>MAX-IO>>DEP-IO>>*V
V/lar>>*V V/V>>SHARE (round, back)
Table 5 further demonstrates the optimization of
[mu:ħa:mi:ja] over [mu:ħa:mi:ʔ a] and [mu:ħa:mi:wa].
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Table 5. Constraint tableau: /mu:ħa:mi:-a/→[mu:ħa:mi:ja]
Input
/mu:ħa:mi:-a/

ONS

NO HIATUS

a. mu:ħa:mi:a

*!

*!

MAX-IO

b. mu:ħa:ma

DEP-IO

*V
V/Lar

*

*V V/V

SHARE(round,
back)

*

*!

c. mu:ħa:mi:ʔ a

*

d. mu:ħa:mi:wa

*

*

☞e. mu:ħa:mi:ja

*

*

DJ rescues vowel hiatus by intervocalic glide insertion
which seems to be in compliance with the universal tendency
to break such hiatus that is attested in many languages, viz.,
(Dutch, [24]; Korean, [25]; Czech, [26]; Sinhala, [27];
Japanese, [28]).
3.2. Devocalization
Another mechanism the dialect resorts to in order to
resolve vowel hiatus is devocalization. Such hiatus again
crops up via morphological concatenation. In this regard,
when the third singular plural morpheme /u/ and the
imperative second singular feminine morpheme /i/ are
suffixed to verbs ending in the low vowel /a/, they culminate
in vowel hiatus. Consider the data in (30).
(30)
Input

Output

Output

Gloss

bna:-u

*bna:u

bna:w

‘they built’

ʒra:-u

*ʒra:u

ʒra:w

‘they ran’

thalla:-i

*thalla:i

thalla:j

‘take care.imp.fem.sg’

As it turns out from the data in (30), the suffixation of the
high vowels /u/ and /i/ to stems ending in the low vowel /a/
culminates in ungrammatical outputs: Primarily, by
breaching the highly ranked constraint ONS, as the ultimate
syllables are onsetless; and by engendering vowel hiatus that
is not tolerated in the dialect. To capture the prohibition of
the adjacency of two syllabic segments within OT, we again
refer to the markedness constraint NO HIATUS. Since DJ
bans the adjacency of two vocalic segments, it makes use of
one repair mechanism to resolve such anomaly. As revealed
from the data in (30), DJ opts for devocalization rather than
intervocalic glide insertion to rehabilitate the vowel hiatus.
The dialect, however, could have elided one of the two
adjacent vowels, but such elision militates against MAX-IO

that is ranked higher in the grammar. Another solution the
dialect could have opted for is intervocalic glide-insertion.
Yet, glide-insertion is quite hopeless to rescue such vowel
hiatus on two counts: first, it militates against the
anti-insertion constraint DEP-IO and, hence, culminates in
the wrong output as in /kla:u/ that surfaces into *[kla:wu].
Second, it goes against Uffmann [21] assumption that glides
are inserted intervocalically only when the first vowel of the
hiatus is [+high]. Since the first member of the hiatus is a low
vowel, glide insertion is not well-motivated here. To capture
it by a constraint, we may formulate the following ad hoc
markedness constraint:
(31) CONTIGUITY-IO ([-high]V)
No medial epenthesis or deletion of segments when a
[-high] vowel is followed by another vowel word-finally.
The least costly strategy DJ opts for to resolve the hiatus is
to change the suffix vowels /u/ and /i/ into the bilabial glide
/w/ and the palatal glide /j/ respectively. Such segment
change only targets the vocalic feature in the way that /u/ and
/i/ share almost the same features with the glides /w/ and /j/
respectively except syllabicity. This implies that such
segmental change violates the faithfulness constraint
IDENT-IO that requires the congruency between input and
output vowel in terms of vocalic feature.
(32) IDENT-IO (vocalic)
The vocalic feature of input vowels should be kept intact
in the output.
Such version of IDENT-IO constraint is demoted in the
dialect grammar hierarchy and accordingly, devocalization is
deemed to be the last resort the dialect opts for. Having
recalled all the relevant constrains, the following constraint
dominance hierarchy is established and further illustrated in
table 6.

(33) ONS, NO HIATUS>>MAX-IO>>DEP-IO, CONTIGUITY-IO ([-high]V)>>IDENT-IO
(vocalic)
Table 6. /bna:-u/ → [bna:w]
Input /bna:-u/

ONS

NO HIATUS

a. bna:u

*!

*!

b. bna:
c. bna:wu
☞ d. bna:w

MAX-IO

DEP-IO

CONT-IO
([-high]V)

*

*

IDENT-IO
(vocalic)

*!

*
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Candidate (a) is radically discarded as it incurs two
violations of the two top-most ranked constraints. Candidate
(c) is also excluded on two counts, by breaching DEP-IO and
CONTIGUITY-IO ([-high]V). The fatal violation of
MAX-IO ousts candidate (b) from competition, leaving
candidate (d) as the only potential optimal candidate as it
incurs the minimal violation. It follows from this that DJ
resolves the vowel hiatus by virtue of glide epenthesis unless
the first member of the hiatus is a low segment and
accordingly, devocalization is induced. Put it differently,
devocalization rather than glide epenthesis is operative here
due to the hegemony imposed by the markedness constraint
CONTIGUITY-IO ([-high]V) that outranks IDENT-IO
(vocalic).

4. Conclusions
This paper is an attempted scrutiny into some
phonological processes in DJ, viz., epenthesis and
devocalization. It sketches out how DJ resorts to these repair
mechanisms to rehabilitate the undesired syllable structures
mainly resultant from morphological concatenation.
Drawing on the basic tenet of OT, the paper elucidates how
the markedness and the faithfulness constraints conflict with
each other to compel the optimal outputs attested in the
dialect. The paper concludes that word-final C(C)VVCC and
C(C)VCCC syllables and word-initial CCC clusters are
banned on the grounds that two contiguous semisyllables are
not tolerated in the dialect and accordingly, motivate /i/
epenthesis. Furthermore, it addresses the vowel hiatus
resulting from morphological concatenation. As we have
seen, such anomaly is rehabilitated via glide insertion unless
the first member of the hiatus is a [-high] segment and, hence,
devocalization is ensued.
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